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Introduction / Background 

The AHO is of the opinion that there is an inconsistency within S-52 in regards to the display of the ‘non-HO’ 
data boundary. 

Furthermore, it was found that two independent ECDIS brands behave differently in this respect. This could be 
linked to the wording currently used in S-52. 

 

Analysis/Discussion 

 

S-52 Ed 6.1.1: 

 Section 2.3.1c_3 ‘Manufacturer’s Information on the route monitoring display’: 

2 If the manufacturer should add non-HO (non- ENC) chart information to the SENC it should be 
symbolised in the same way as HO chart information and distinguished from HO chart information as 
described for the various cases below: 

o (i) Limited …………………….. 

o (ii) An area of non-HO data is located in waters for which HO chart data exists; it is 

superimposed on the HO data. In some cases the non-HO data may be more appropriate for 

the intended purpose, for example it may be more detailed. 

In this situation, it is at the mariner’s discretion whether to use the HO or the non-HO data. 

If the mariner selects the non-HO data, the boundary of this data should be identified on the 

ECDIS display by the line LC(NONHODAT) and the warning “Unofficial data displayed; refer 

to official RNC or paper chart” should be displayed. Note that the LC(NONHODAT) is a “one-

sided line”, and the boundary of the area of non-HO data must be drawn according to S-57 

rules to ensure that the diagonal stroke of the line is on the non-HO data side of the line. More 

details are given in the Presentation Library, Part I, section 10.1.7 and in section 2 of the 

Addendum to Part I. 

o (iii) An area of non-HO data is located wholly outside the area covered by HO data (although 

it may share a boundary with the HO data) but is shown on the same display as HO data. The 

non-HO data should be bounded by the line LC(NONHODAT) and the warning “Unofficial 

data displayed; refer to official RNC or paper chart.” should be displayed. 

 3 The mariner should be able to remove all manufacturer's information if the need should arise. 

 
  



S-52 PL 4.0.2 Part I: 

 Section 10.1.7 ‘Limit of ENC Coverage: Non-HO Data on the Display’ 

 

 Section 10.3.4.6 ‘Viewing Groups’ 

o The revised IMO Performance Standards for ECDIS, section 5.5. state, "It should be 

easy [for the mariner] to add or remove information from the ECDIS display," 

although, "It should not be possible to remove information in the Display Base." 

 Section 10.7.3 ‘Non-HO (Non-ENC) Chart Information’ 

 

 Section 14.2 ‘Chart Information – Display Base’ 

 

 S-52  
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Conclusions 

The AHO believes that, based on the wording used in S-52 (main document and the PL), there could be some 
confusion between the terms ‘non-HO Information’ and ‘non-HO data Boundary’. 

‘Non-HO Information’ relates to data content and ‘non-HO data Boundary’ is the limit between ‘official’ 
(ENC) and ‘unofficial’ product (e.g. CMAP, etc) products. 
S-52 allows for ‘non-HO Information’ to be removed at mariner’s request but it does not specifically 
talk about the ‘non-HO data Boundary’. The only direct message regarding the display of the latter is in 
Section 14.2 ‘Chart Information – Display Base’ where LC(NONHODAT) is listed as part of ECDIS 
‘Base’ display and, as a consequence, a feature that shouldn’t be possible to ‘turn off’ (refer to 
10.3.4.6). 

Recommendations 

 Confirm the expected behaviour of the ‘non-HO data Boundary’ in ECDIS. 

 If the boundary is confirmed as part of ECDIS ‘Base” display, create a new S-64 test to check 

performance 

 If the NCWG understands the ‘non-HO’ boundary shouldn’t’ be part of ECDIS ‘Base’ display, amend S-

52 as required. 

Justification and Impacts 

ECDIS performance should be as standard as possible but this relies on S-52 being clear and consistent. Every 
time there is a performance expectation on ECDIS this should be checked by a corresponding S-64 test. 

Lack of standardisation in ECDIS performance has been reported to cause confusion among mariners 
(especially when changing ships) and does support the provision of generic ECDIS training. 

Action Required of ENCWG 

The ENCWG is invited to: 

a. Discuss the topic and, 

b. Asses the validity of the AHO’s findings and recommendations. 


